
Name: _________________________________ 

Spelling Words
List E-7: Plural Nouns

Spelling Words Review

monkeys

knives

thieves

tomatoes

oxen

addresses

puppies

families

roofs

radios

potatoes

geese

loaves

batteries

shelves

wives

pennies

bakeries

lenses

intestines

explorer

quarter

porch

Challenge

criteria

alumni

Answer the questions.

1.  What must be added to the word tomato to make it plural?     ______________________

2.  What must be added to the word radio to make it plural?  ______________________

3.  Write the singular form of the word batteries.               ______________________

4.  Write the singular form of the word loaves.   ______________________

Write a spelling word for each definition.

5.  people who steal; robbers _________________________

6.  sharp utensils that cut things _________________________

7.  an important organ in the digestive tract _________________________

8. numbers that identify buildings on a street _________________________  

Write the plural form of each of the following spelling words.

9.     bakery   ___________________ 

10.   goose  ___________________  

11.   ox ___________________  

12.   shelf ___________________ 
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Name: _________________________________                                List E-7:  Plural Nouns

Complete each sentence with a spelling word from the box.

monkeys pennies wives roofs

lenses families potatoes puppies

13.  Tom looked at his dinner plate with relish; he just loved mashed  ________________________ !

14.  One of the  ________________________  on Molly's new eye glasses is already scratched.

15.  Those damaged  ________________________  covering the barns will need to be replaced.

16. Your few  ________________________  today will soon add up to more money in no time!

17. When Katie saw the adorable  ________________________  at the shelter, she begged her 
mom to adopt one.

18. The immigrant  ________________________  relied on each other's support in a new country.

19. My little brothers are acting like silly  ________________________  , playing on the jungle gym.

20. The husbands fondly joked about how long it was taking their  ________________________  to 
get ready to go out for dinner.

Answer the questions.

21.  Which review word contains only one syllable?   ___________________________

22. Which review word is a synonym for adventurer?  ___________________________

23. Which review word contains two letters in which 
one depends on the other? ___________________________

24. Which bonus word is a plural noun? ___________________________

25. Which bonus word is a singular noun?   ___________________________
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ANSWER KEY

Spelling Words
List E-7: Plural Nouns

Spelling Words Review

monkeys

knives

thieves

tomatoes

oxen

addresses

puppies

families

roofs

radios

potatoes

geese

loaves

batteries

shelves

wives

pennies

bakeries

lenses

intestines

explorer

quarter

porch

Challenge

criteria

alumni

Answer the questions.

1.  What must be added to the word tomato to make it plural?     es

2.  What must be added to the word radio to make it plural?  s

3.  Write the singular form of the word batteries.     battery

4.  Write the singular form of the word loaves.   loaf

Write a spelling word for each definition.

5.  people who steal; robbers thieves

6.  sharp utensils that cut things knives

7.  an important organ in the digestive tract intestines

8. numbers that identify buildings on a street addresses  

Write the plural form of each of the following spelling words.

9.     bakery   bakeries

10.   goose  geese   

11.   ox oxen  

12.   shelf shelves
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ANSWER KEY
Complete each sentence with a spelling word from the box.

monkeys pennies wives roofs

lenses families potatoes puppies

13.  Tom looked at his dinner plate with relish; he just loved mashed  potatoes !

14.  One of the  lenses  on Molly's new eye glasses is already scratched.

15.  Those damaged  roofs  covering the barns will need to be replaced.

16. The few  pennies  you have today will soon add up to more money in no time!

17. When Katie saw the adorable  puppies  at the shelter, she begged her mom to adopt one.

18. The immigrant  families  relied on each other's support in the new country.

19. My little brothers are acting like silly  monkeys  , playing on the jungle gym.

20. The husbands fondly joked about how long it was taking their  wives  to get ready to go out 
for dinner.

Answer the questions.

21.  Which review word contains only one syllable?   porch

22. Which review word is a synonym for adventurer?  explorer

23. Which review word contains two letters in which 
one depends on the other? quarter

24. Which challenge word has four syllables? criteria

25. Which challenge word begins with a vowel?  alumni
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